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ALMOST ISOGONAL

ROGER C. ALPERIN

Abstract. We de�ne a transformation which agrees with the isogonal
transformation except at points on the circumcircle.

1. Introduction

Given a triangle 4 = 4ABC and a point P =2 fA;B;Cg we construct
the re�ections Pa; Pb; Pc of P in the sides of the triangle.

Theorem 1.1. For P on the circumcircle of 4 then the line L = PaPbPc
passes through the orthocenter H. The line L is parallel to the Wallace-
Simson line W . An a¢ ne expansion from P with a factor of 2 yields L
from W .
The re�ections of the lines AP;BP;CP in the angle bisectors at A;B;C

are parallel and perpendicular to L.

Proof. For the �rst part see [2, 3] (See Figure 1). For the second part one
can easily see that the re�ection of P across the angle bisector at B lies on
the perpendicular bisector of Pa; Pc (passing through B), and similarly for
the other vertices of the triangle.
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Figure 1

Theorem 1.2. Suppose P is not on the circumcircle of 4. Let Q be the
center of the circle through Pa; Pb; Pc; then Q is the isogonal transform of
P .

Proof. Suppose P is interior to 4 or on its sides; the other cases are done
similarly. The angle at A is split into two parts by AP , � � . The angle
between Pb; Pc is

2� + 2 = 2\A;
\PAC = \P 0AB for P 0 the re�ection of P across the angle bisector at A,
and

\PAP 0 = � � :
Then \P 0APc = � + :
LetM be the midpoint of PbPc on the perpendicular bisector AM of PbPc.

Thus AM is the re�ection of AP across the bisector at A. Then it follows
that the center Q lies on AM .
Consequently Q is the same as the point of coincidence of AP;BP;CP

re�ected across the corresponding three angle bisectors; that is Q is the
isogonal transform of P , [1, 3].

2. Application

The circle PaPbPc is called the iso-circle of P .

Theorem 2.1. The radii of iso-circles corresponding to isogonal points are
equal.
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Proof. Say P;Q are an isogonal pair, then re�ection across the side a
gives equal length PaQa so that PQQaPa is an isosceles trapezoid; hence
the diagonals have equal length and thus the radii are equal.

The following is well-known but follows easily now from Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.2. The pedal circles of isogonal points are equal.

Proof. The pedal circle of P is the iso-circle of P scaled by 1
2 from P , and

similarly the pedal circle of Q. Since P;Q is an isogonal pair the centers
of the iso-circles are Q, P and hence the center of the pedal circles is the
midpoint of PQ. Since the radii of the the iso-circles are equal by Theorem
2.1 the pedal circles are also equal.

For example the pedal circle for the orthocenter H and circumcenter O
passes through the feet of the altitudes and the midpoints of the sides,
centered at the midpoint N of HO. This is six points of the famous Nine
Point Circle. The iso-circle of H is the circumcircle and the iso-circle of O
is the circumcircle of the circumre�ective triangle, 4 rotated 180o about N .
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